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We believe comprehensive planning is the best way to provide advice to our clients. Our advisors specialize in Retirement
Income Planning & Investment Advice for all planning stages - growth of assets, protecting and growing retirement income,
and creating income streams from lump sum 401(k)/IRA accounts.

To refer a friend or schedule a complimentary consultation, call us, visit our Contact Us page at www.SilverLeafAdv.com, or
schedule online by clicking here.

Thank you for your interest in our services and enjoy this edition of "Your Retirement Independence" and the "Weekly
Market Update" linked here.

High-income taxpayers are subject to a 3.8% net investment income tax (NIIT) from capital gains, dividends,
interest, certain royalties, rents, and passive income if their modified adjusted gross income (MAGI) exceeds
$200,000 for single filers or $250,000 for married joint filers. The number of taxpayers paying the NIIT has more
than doubled since it took effect, mostly because these income thresholds were not indexed to inflation, and the
revenue collected has more than tripled.

Source: Congressional Research Service, 2023 (uses IRS data)
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Your Retirement Independence
Smart Strategies, Real Solutions



Individual Bonds vs. Bond Funds: What's the Difference?
Individual bonds and bond funds can both provide an
income stream, but there are important differences. An
individual bond can offer more certainty and stability
than a fund, while a fund can offer diversification that
might be difficult to obtain with individual bonds.

Coupon, maturity, and yield
An individual bond has a coupon rate — the annual
interest rate paid on the face value of the bond — and a
maturity date, which is the date the principal is
returned to the borrower. If you hold a bond to
maturity, you will receive any interest payments due
during the time you own it (typically paid quarterly or
semi-annually) and the full principal at maturity, unless
the bond issuer defaults. If you sell the bond on the
secondary market before maturity, you will receive the
market price, which may be higher or lower than the
face value or the amount you paid, depending on
market conditions.

By contrast, a bond fund does not have a coupon rate
or a maturity date (with the exception of certain
defined-maturity funds). A fund typically pays monthly
distributions based on the bonds in the fund. The rate
can change as bonds are replaced (due to maturity or
sales), and as market conditions change. A fund also
has fees and expenses, which reduce the interest
paid, and fund managers can adjust to market
conditions in various ways, depending on the fund's
objective. Because there is no maturity date, you can
hold the fund as long as the fund company remains in
business. However, there is never a guarantee that
you will receive your principal no matter how long you
hold the shares. Fund shares, when sold, may be
worth more or less than your original investment.

Yield is the expected return from a bond or bond fund,
based on the interest rate and purchase price. If you
buy a $1,000 bond at face value with a coupon rate of
4%, the yield is 4%. But if you buy the same bond on
the secondary market for $800, the yield is 5%,
because you receive interest based on the face value:
4% x $1,000 face value = $40 interest / $800 purchase
price = 5% yield. Bond fund yields are more complex,
but the 30-day SEC yield (or standardized yield) offers
a helpful comparison. This is typically calculated using
the maximum share price on the last day of the month
and projects annual net investment income assuming
it remains the same as the previous 30 days.

Interest rate sensitivity
Bonds and bond funds are sensitive to changes in
interest rates. Generally, when rates rise, the market
value of existing bonds and bond funds falls, because
newly issued bonds pay higher interest rates.
Conversely, when rates fall, the market value of
existing bonds and bond funds rises. This only applies
to market values and would not affect an individual
bond held to maturity.

Varied Performance
Individual bonds and bond funds have performed differently
over the past 20 years. In part, this is because fund
managers may respond to the market in different ways; for
example, they might try to preserve yield over share price or
vice versa. Note that the performance of individual bonds
only applies to values on the secondary market, not to
bonds held to maturity.

Source: London Stock Exchange Group, 2024, for the period 12/31/2003 to
12/31/2023. Bonds are represented by the Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate
Bond TR Index, and bond funds are represented by the Thomson US: All
Gen Bond - MF Index. Expenses, fees, charges, and taxes are not
considered. The performance of an unmanaged index is not indicative of
the performance of any particular investment. Individuals cannot invest
directly in an index. Rates of return will vary over time, particularly for
long-term investments. Investments seeking higher rates of return involve a
higher degree of risk. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Actual results will vary.

If you owned bond funds during the period that the
Federal Reserve was aggressively raising interest
rates, you may have been frustrated as you watched
the value of your shares drop. Now that interest rates
seem to have stabilized, share values are likely to
stabilize as well, and they may increase if rates begin
to decrease. Bond funds typically replace underlying
bonds as they mature, and new bonds added to funds
over the last two years will generally pay higher
interest rates, increasing the interest paid by the fund.
Although it is impossible to predict future market
direction, bond funds may be poised to offer solid
returns if rates remain stable or begin to fall.

Diversification does not guarantee a profit or protect
against investment loss. Funds are sold by
prospectus. Please consider the investment
objectives, risks, charges, and expenses carefully
before investing. The prospectus, which contains this
and other information about the investment company,
can be obtained from your financial professional. Be
sure to read the prospectus carefully before deciding
whether to invest.
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Beware of These Life Insurance Beneficiary Mistakes
Life insurance has long been recognized as a useful
way to provide for your heirs and loved ones when you
die. While naming your policy's beneficiaries should be
a relatively simple task, there are a number of
situations that can easily lead to unintended and
adverse consequences. Here are several life
insurance beneficiary traps you may want to discuss
with a professional.

Not naming a beneficiary
The most obvious mistake you can make is failing to
name a beneficiary of your life insurance policy. But
simply naming your spouse or child as beneficiary may
not suffice. It is conceivable that you and your spouse
could die together or that your named beneficiary may
die before you and you haven't named successor
beneficiaries. If the beneficiaries you designated are
not living at your death, the insurance company may
pay the death proceeds to your estate, which can lead
to other potential problems.

Death benefit paid to your estate
If your life insurance is paid to your estate, several
undesired issues may arise. First, the insurance
proceeds likely become subject to probate, which may
delay the payments to your heirs. Second, life
insurance that is part of your probate estate is subject
to claims of your probate creditors. Not only might your
heirs have to wait to receive their share of the
insurance, but your creditors may satisfy their claims
out of those proceeds first.

Naming a minor child as beneficiary
Insurance companies will rarely pay life insurance
proceeds directly to a minor. Typically, the court
appoints a guardian — a potentially costly and
time-consuming process — to handle the proceeds until
the minor beneficiary reaches the age of majority
according to state law. If you want the life insurance
proceeds to be paid for the benefit of a minor, you may
consider creating a trust that names the minor as
beneficiary. Then the trust manages and pays the
proceeds from the insurance according to the terms
and conditions you set out in the trust document.
Consult with an estate attorney to decide on the
course that works best for your situation.

Disqualifying a beneficiary from
government assistance
A beneficiary you name to receive your life insurance
may be receiving or be eligible to receive government
assistance due to a disability or other special
circumstance. Eligibility for government benefits is
often tied to the financial circumstances of the
recipient. The payment of insurance proceeds may be
a financial windfall that disqualifies your beneficiary
from eligibility for government benefits, or the
proceeds may have to be paid to a government entity

as reimbursement for benefits paid. Again, an estate
attorney can help you address this issue.

Life Insurance Payout Options
Most life insurance policies offer several options to the
policy beneficiary, including:

Creating a taxable situation
Generally, life insurance death proceeds are not taxed
when they're paid. However, there are exceptions to
this rule, and the most common situation involves
having three different people as policy owner, insured,
and beneficiary. Typically, the policy owner and the
insured are one and the same person. But sometimes
the owner is not the insured or the beneficiary. For
example, mom may be the policy owner on the life of
dad for the benefit of their children. In this situation,
mom is effectively creating a gift of the insurance
proceeds for her children/beneficiaries. As the donor,
mom may be subject to gift tax. Consult a financial or
tax professional to figure out the best way to structure
the policy.

As with most financial decisions, there are expenses
associated with the purchase of life insurance. Policies
commonly have mortality and expense charges. In
addition, if a policy is surrendered prematurely, there
may be surrender charges and income tax
implications. The cost and availability of life insurance
depend on factors such as age, health, and the type
and amount of insurance purchased.

While trusts offer numerous advantages, they incur
up-front costs and often have ongoing administrative
fees. The use of trusts involves a complex web of tax
rules and regulations. You should consider the counsel
of an experienced estate planning professional and
your legal and tax advisors before implementing such
strategies.
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Why Family Businesses Should Have Succession Plans

Prepared by Broadridge Investor Communication Solutions, Inc. Copyright 2024

The accompanying pages have been developed by an independent third party. Commonwealth Financial Network is not responsible for
their content and does not guarantee their accuracy or completeness, and they should not be relied upon as such. These materials are
general in nature and do not address your specific situation. For your specific investment needs, please discuss your individual
circumstances with your representative. Commonwealth does not provide tax or legal advice, and nothing in the accompanying pages
should be construed as specific tax or legal advice. Securities & Advisory Services offered through Commonwealth Financial Network®,
Member FINRA / SIPC , a Registered Investment Adviser. Fixed insurance products and services are separate from and not offered
through Commonwealth Financial Network ®.

This informational e-mail is an advertisement. To opt out of receiving future messages, follow the Unsubscribe instructions below

In recent years, the family drama surrounding an aging
media mogul — and his unresolved succession plans —
have been at the center of a hit television show. For
family businesses, succession plans are designed to
ensure the orderly transfer of ownership and
leadership to the next generation. But relationships
among family members are sometimes just as
complicated in real life as they are on TV and
monetizing a closely held business to help fund
retirement often takes longer than expected.

In fact, only 34% of family businesses have a robust,
documented, and communicated succession plan in
place.1 Much like the fictional billionaire in
"Succession," some leaders avoid the issue because
they love running their businesses and don't want to
stop any time soon.

But one never knows what the future has in store.
Even if you are happy, healthy, and determined to stay
involved in your business for years to come, you might
be glad you took the time to develop a thoughtful
succession plan.

Set a target
It might be wise to have a realistic retirement date in
mind. Any effort to identify and groom a successor
might take longer than you expect. And if you plan to
sell your company, it could take several years to find a
qualified buyer, begin the ownership transition, and
finalize the transaction. To get the best possible price

and terms, you may need to focus on improving the
company's balance sheet before you put it on the
market.

Stage your exit
Keeping your business in the family may be an easy
decision if an adult child or another relative is capable,
willing, and prepared to take over. If so, finding ways
to reduce the value of the business on paper could
help you gift ownership shares with fewer tax
consequences.

Otherwise, it may be possible to sell your business to
co-owners, outsiders, or even your own employees.
Closing and liquidating the assets could be the only
viable option for some businesses.

Invest for retirement
Making annual retirement plan contributions with some
of your profits can build wealth outside of your
business and help insulate your personal financial
picture from risks associated with your business's
distinct market. Building a separate investment
portfolio might also provide greater flexibility during
and after a transfer of ownership.

All investing involves risk, including the possible loss
of principal, and there is no guarantee that any
investment strategy will be successful.
1) US Family Business Survey, PwC, 2023
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